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LUMEN International Conference is an international scientific manifestation with multidisciplinary character, whose general objective is to promote scientific excellence, encouraging a broad spectrum of contribution of scientific papers in social sciences.

7th LUMEN International Conference – Multidimensional Education and Professional Development. Ethical Values – MEPDEV 2015 aims to bring in debate the current frameworks of multidimensional education and professional development, under the considerations of ethical valuing, in a global and multicultural context.
ORGANIZERS, COMMITTEES AND PARTNERS

Organizers:
LUMEN Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences; LUMEN Association; LUMEN Publishing House; LUMEN Media Publishing UK.

Co-organizers
Valahia University of Targoviste, Romania; Research Center in Political Sciences and Communication within Valahia University of Targoviste, Romania; Romanian Unit of UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, Cluj, Romania.

Co-directors:
- Professor PhD Antonio SANDU – “Stefan cel Mare” University of Suceava, President of LUMEN Association, Iasi, Romania.
- PhD Ana FRUNZA – Researcher – Lumen Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences, Iasi, Romania.
- Associate Professor PhD Tomiță CIULEI – Valahia University from Targoviste, Romania.
- Professor PhD Gabriel GORGHIU – Valahia University from Targoviste, Romania.

Administrative Committee Members:
- Simona USURELU – LUMEN Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences
- Roxana Demetra STRATULAT – LUMEN Conference Center
- Elena UNGURU – LUMEN Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences
- Cristian Sergiu VUSATIUC – LUMEN Conference Center
- Cezar VUSATIUC – LUMEN Conference Center
- Loredana TERECE-VLAD, PhD Candidate, Stefan cel Mare University from Suceava

www.conferinta.info
Partners:

- Valahia University of Targoviste, Faculty of Political Sciences, Letter and Communication, Romania.
- Higher Education Research and Consulting Company – SUA.
- Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania.
- Faculty of Philosophy and Social and Political Sciences within “Al. I. Cuza” University from Iasi, Romania.
- Babes Bolyai University from Cluj Napoca, Romania.
- State University of Physical Education and Sport, Chisinau, Moldova.
- Public Institution Central Scientific Library “Andrei Lupan” (Institute) of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova.

Sponsorship:

Partially financed by:

- ANCSI, Romania (National Authority for Scientific research and Innovation)
- Valahia University of Targoviste, Romania;
- LUMEN Association.
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS SESSIONS

1st Day – Thursday, 12th of November 2015

Venue of the Conference:
International Conference Center of Valahia University of Targoviste
39 Maior Ion Alexandrescu Street
130021, Targoviste, Dambovita Romania
(Str. Maior Ion Alexandrescu, nr. 39 130021, Targoviste, Dambovita)
(5 minutes walking distance from Valahia University of Targoviste, No 2 Carol I Avenue, Targoviste)

Faculty of Law and Administrative Sciences
8-10 Găești Street, 130087, Târgoviște

Multidisciplinary Scientific and Technological Research Institute (ICSTM)
13 Aleea Sinaia, 130004 Targoviste

Plenary Sessions: Red Hall - International Conference Center of Valahia University of Targoviste
Oral Sessions: Red Hall, White Hall, Blue Hall, Green Hall - International Conference Center of Valahia University of Targoviste
Lecture Hall „Traian Ionașcu”- Faculty of Law and Administrative Sciences
ICSTM Amphitheatre (Ground Floor)
ICSTM Library (Second Floor)

www.conferinta.info
Registration Desk: Hallway of the International Conference Center of Valahia University of Targoviste

Poster Sessions: Hallway of the International Conference Center of Valahia University of Targoviste
Opening Ceremony – Room Red Hall (09:20- 09:30)

Welcoming address

[1] Professor PhD Călin OROS – Rector of Valahia University
[2] Professor PhD Petre Mareş – Dean of Faculty of Political Sciences, Letters and Communication, Valahia University
[3] Professor PhD Antonio SANDU – President of LUMEN Association

Plenary Session I - Room Red Hall (09:30 - 11:00) - 12.11.2015
Moderators: Antonio SANDU & Ana FRUNZĂ
Language of Presentation: English/Romanian
Keynote speakers:
[1] Daniela CUTAŞ (Sweden) The Ethics of Research Co-authorship

Coffee Break (11:00 - 11:30)

Plenary Session II - Red Hall (11:30- 13:30) - 12.11.2015
Moderators: Ana FRUNZĂ & Antonio SANDU
Language of Presentation: English/Romanian
Keynote speakers:
[1] Antonio SANDU, Ana FRUNZĂ (Romania) Ethics and Normativity in Non- Voluntary Hospitalization
[3] Petre MAREŞ (Romania) Civil Society and Participatory Democracy
[4] Sorin-Tudor MAXIM (Romania) About Wisdom

www.conferinta.info
Lunch Break (13:30 - 14:30)

Workshop Session I – Room White Hall (14:30 - 16:30)
12.11.2015
Workshop CODE: WSMEPDEV01: Publication ethics
Trainer: Daniela CUTAS (Sweden)
Language of Presentation: English/ Romanian

Workshop Session II – Room Green Hall (14:30 - 16:30)
12.11.2015
Workshop CODE: WSMEPDEV02: Fireworks of Posthuman Stimuli
Trainer: Stefan Lorenz SORGNER (Italy)
Language of Presentation: English

Registration Desk & Coffee Break (16:30 - 17:00)

Parallel Oral Session I: Room Red Hall (17:00 – 19:00)
12.11.2015
Session Title: International Social Development, Psychology & Education
Moderators: Otilia CLIPA & Horațiu CATALANO
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English
Participants:
[1] Horațiu CATALANO (Romania) Professional Development and Progression in Educational Career - Ascertaining Study

[3] Cristina BOBOC, Angyalka DANIKÓ, Daniela MANEA, Simona GHIŢĂ (Romania) Why Hungarian Children do not Learn Romanian Language?

[4] Cristina ŢÎMPĂU, Olivia TUDORICĂ (PISICA) (Romania) The Influence of Psychological Factors on Teaching Communication

[5] Olivia TUDORICĂ (PISICA), Cristina ŢÎMPĂU (Romania) Playing and Learning at Preschool Child


[7] Rodica ŢOCU (Romania) Research on the Needs of Counselling Regarding the Professional Development

[8] Otilia CLIPA (Romania) The Quality of Evaluation Process in uNiversity: Student’s Perceptions

[9] Ramona NEACŞA LUPU, Marian VÎLCIU, Alina ANGHEL (Romania) Intercultural Education, an Educational Answer at the Phenomenon of Globalization in a Society of Knowledge

[10] Olivia ANDREI (Romania) Enhancing Students’ Motivation to Learn
Parallel Oral Session II: Room: Green Hall (17:00 – 19:00)  
12.11.2015  
Session Title: Social Research: Identity, Image & Social Cohesion  
Moderators: Steliana MORARU & Loredana TEREC VLAD  
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English  

Participants:  
[2] Aura BOTA, Laura Cătălina STOICA (Romania) A Sociological Perspective of the HC Pilot Initiative – Impact upon the Parents of Disabled Children  
[3] Diana Elena ZAHARIA (ȘTEFĂNESCU) (Romania) The Interest Shown to the Leadership by EU by the Compensation with USA  
[4] Dan BOTEZ, Oana BOTEZ (Romania) Criminal Liability of Minors and Their Social Reintegration  
[5] Beatrice LEUȘTEAN, Olga Maria Cristina BUCOVETCHI (Romania) The Forgotten Effects of Women’s Work Culture in Bucharest  
[6] Steliana MORARU (Romania) Improving the Corporate-Nonprofit Partnership- the Romanian Case  
[8] Adrian PETRE (Romania) Econometric Estimations for Beta Convergence on the New Member States of the European Union
Parallel Oral Session III: Room: Blue Hall (17:00 – 19:00) (12.11.2015)
Session Title: Law & Politics
Moderators: Emilian CIONGARU & Camelia IGNĂTESCU
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:
[1] Emilian CIONGARU (Romania) The Concept of Freedom and the Concept of Power in the Rule of Law
[2] Lorena ZIDARU (Romania) Educational Measures – Reintegration into Society of Juvenile Offenders
[3] Dănuț NEACȘU, Luminița SIMA (Romania) The Regulation of the New Criminal Code regarding the Offence of Non Abidance of Measures Concerning Child Entrustment
[8] Nadia Cerasela ANIȚEI (Romania) Tradition, Reform and Harmonization Trends in Matters of Legal Community Regime in Romanian Private International Law
[10] Daniel COJANU (Romania) Cultural Diversity as a Normative Principle and the Right to National Self-Determination
Parallel Oral Session IV: Room: *White Hall* (17:00 – 19:00) (12.11.2015)

**Session Title:** Communication, Ethics & Social Construction of Identity

**Moderators:** Ştefan VLĂDUŢESCU & Dana Camelia DIACONU

**Language of Presentation:** Romanian/English

**Participants:**

1. Dana Camelia DIACONU (Romania) *Professional and Metaphorical Values of I.T. Terminology in Romanian Language*
2. Raluca Felicia TOMA (Romania) *The Values of the Biblical Proverbs’ Statements*
3. Ştefan VLĂDUŢESCU (Romania) *Communication Contract as Intangible Element*
4. Gabriela GRIGORE (SAFTA) (Romania) *The Romanian Religious Press, between Media Ethics and Institutional Constraints*
5. Bianca TEODORESCU, Oprea Valentin BUŞU (Romania) *Communication Gift Code*
6. Monica COJOCARU (Romania) *Narrative Ethics: Imagination and Empathy in Ian McEwan’s Atonement*
7. Seyyed Ayatollah MIRZAIE, Masoumeh QARAKHANI (Iran) *Research Ethics in Social Sciences in Iran*
8. Valentin-Andrei IORDACHE (Romania) *Federalism as a Favorable Condition for Consensual Democracy*
9. Alexandra PĂCESCU, Vlad THIERY (Romania) *Building Place Identity through Heritage*
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS SESSIONS

2nd Day – Friday, 13th of November 2015

Parallel Oral Session V: Room Red Hall (9:00 - 11:30)  
13.11.2015
Session Title: International Social Development, Psychology & Education
Moderators: Suzana Carmen CISMAS & Loredana MIHĂILEASA
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:

[1] Lyudmyla SHCHERBYNA (Ukraine) (SKYPE) Epistemological Profiles of Different Theoretical Orientation Therapists
[4] Beatrice Adriana BALGIU (Romania) The Holland’s RIASEC Interest Types and the Five Factor Model of Personality. A Study on Students from Technical Field
[5] Suzana Carmen CISMAS, Ion DONA, Gabriela Ionela ANDREIAȘU (Romania) Translation Skills for Multidimensional Education
[6] Suzana Carmen CISMAS, Ion DONA, Gabriela Ionela ANDREIASU (Romania) Professional Development by Accessing and Drafting Translations
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Parallel Oral Session VI: Room Green Hall (9:00 – 11:30)  
13.11.2015  
Session Title: Philosophy & Humanities  
Moderators: Dan Ioan DASCĂLU & Alexandru TRIFU  
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:
[1] Cristian MOISUC (Romania) *Provisional Moral Code, Free Will and Limits of Human Reason in Descartes and Pascal*  
[2] Roghieh TAMIMI (Iran), R. P. SINGH (India) *A Study on Foundation of Moral Decisions with Special Reference to W. D. Ross*  
[3] Ancuța NEGREA (Romania) *The Value of the Space-Time Formula*  
[4] Cristian Andrei THEMISTOCLE (Romania) *The Relation between Ancient Greek Philosophy and Christian Theology: a Double Perspective*  
[5] Loredana TEREC-VLAD (Romania) *Transhumanism from Human Enhancement to Creating Chimeras*  
[7] Viorel ROTILĂ (Romania) *Two Problems of Transhumanism: Insufficient Evidences and Epistemic Arrogance*
Parallel Oral Session VII: Room Blue Hall (9:00 – 11:30)
13.11.2015
Session Title: Social research: Identity, image & social cohesion
Moderators: Miroslav TAŞCU-STAVRE, Cristiana Roxana NEACŞU
Language of Presentation: English/ Romanian

Participants:
[1] Şerban OLAH, Gavrilo FLORA (Romania) Rural Youth, Agriculture and Entrepreneurship. A Case-Study of Hungarian and Romanian Young Villagers
[2] Mohammad Amin MOZAHEB, Mostafa SHAHIDITABAR (Iran) Gender Representation in World English Series Published by Cengage Heinle Publication

www.conferinta.info


[7] Ionela-Daniela GĂITAN (Romania) Qualitative And Quantitative Methods Used In The Analysis Of The Impact Of Extreme Risk Events On The Economy

[8] Yasmine LALAIBIA, Reda DJAOUAHDOU (Algeria) Improve Social and Environmental Performance of Industrial Companies through the Adoption of the International Standard ISO 26000: what Challenges to Sustainable Development?


[10] Joshi Chandra SHEKHAR, Kumar VIKRAM (India) (SKYPE) Emotional Intelligence and Quality of Work Life of Indian Apparel Worker

[11] Petronela TUDORACHE (Romania) Living Human Treasures a Romanian Insight
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Parallel Oral Session VII: Room *White Hall* (9:00 – 11:30)
13.11.2015

**Session Title:** Research on Business Management & Organizational Culture

**Moderators:** H.B. PATEL & Dumitru-Cătălin ROGOJANU

**Language of Presentation:** English/Romanian

**Participants:**

[1] Liliana HÎNCU (Romania) *Promoting the Tourism Product of „Danube Delta,„*

[2] H.B. PATEL (India), Tanja GRBESIC (Bosnia and Herzegovina) *Leadership in Education and Job Satisfaction in India*

[3] Dumitru-Cătălin ROGOJANU (Romania) *Reflections and Psychobistorical Interpretations on the Behavior of Stalin*


[5] Simona GHIŢĂ, Cristina BOBOC, Emilia ȚIȚAN, Doina GÎRBU (Romania) *The Impact of Bessarabian Students Migration for Education on the Permanent Migration Decision*

[6] Chandra SKEKHAR JOSHI, Samiksha TRIGUN (India) *Enhancing Emotional Intelligence of Indian Apparel Worker*

[7] Daciana Mihaela NANU (Romania) *Internal Audit in Corporate Governance Context. A Comparative Analysis of the Audit Committee’s Role and Responsibilities in UK and Egypt*

[8] Aida-Maria POPA (Romania) *The Impact of Information Technology on the Management of Train Traffic*

[9] Simona LAURIAN-FITZGERALD (Romania) *The Effects Of A Constructionist Approach For Children’s Literature On The Attitude Of Pre-Service Primary And Preschool Teachers*

[10] Iryna NAHAITSEVA (Ukraine) (SKYPE) *Professional Success of the Personality as a Part of Manager's Professional Development*

[11] José G. VARGAS-HERNÁNDEZ, José Octavio ESTRADA SÁNCHEZ (México) (SKYPE) *Strategic Thinking as a Critical Factor of Business Competitiveness*
[12] José G. VARGAS-HERNÁNDEZ, Mauro Francisco ALATORRE VILLARRUEL (México) (SKYPE) Mexican Entrepreneurial Culture As A Key Factor Of Success For Micro, Small And Medium Enterprises


Panel Session I - (9:00-11:00) - 13.11.2015

Venue: Faculty of Law and Administrative Sciences, Lecture Hall „Traian Ionașcu”

Session Title: Ethical Values in Romanian Society and Law

Moderators: Ilioara GENOIU & Ivan-Vasile IVANOFF

Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:
[1] Ilioara GENOIU (Romania) The Contextual and Formal Conditions Applying to a Will from the Perspective of the Entry in Force of the EU Regulation No. 650/2012
[3] Ivan-Vasile IVANOFF (Romania) Theoretical and Practical Aspects on the Functioning of County Councils
[5] Constanţa MĂTUŞESCU (Romania) Consideration on Ethical Issues at European Union Level
[7] Claudia GILIA (Romania) Constitutional Court of Moldova
Panel Session II: (11:30 – 13:30) - 13.11.2015

Venue: Faculty of Law and Administrative Sciences, Lecture Hall „Traian Ionașcu”

Session Title: Ethical Values in Romanian Society and Law

Moderators: Ilioara GENOIU & Ivan-Vasile IVANOFF

Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:

[1] Denisa BARBU, Florin Octavian BARBU (Romania) The Presumption of Innocence

[2] Lavinia Mihaela VLĂDILĂ (Romania) The Beijing Platform, its Subsequent Developments and other Related Documents of the UN to Combat Violence Against Women


[4] Emilian BULEA (Romania) Aspects on Investigation at the Scene in case of Deadly Work Accidents Occurred as a Result of Explosions

[5] Manuela NÎTA (Romania) The Role of Interdepartmental Committees in the Public Policy Process


Registration Desk & Coffee Break (11:30 - 12:00)

Plenary Session III - Room Red Hall (12:00 - 13:00)

13.11.2015

Moderators: Tomiță CIULEI & Petre MAREȘ

Language of Presentation: English/Romanian

Plenary speakers:


Lunch Break (13:00 - 14:00)

Parallel Panel Session I: (13:30 – 15:30) (13.11.2015)
Venue: ICSTM Amphitheatre (Ground Floor)
Session Title: Responsible Research and Innovation in Education

Moderators: Yael SHWARTZ (Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel) & Gabriel GORGHIU (Valahia University Targoviste, Romania)

Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:
[2] Agnes Terezia ERICH, Gabriel GORGHIU (Romania) The Relationship of Cyberspace and Information Literacy in Libraries with Impact in Non-Formal Education
[4] Maria Cristina ȘERB (TANISLAV) (Romania) Barriers to Innovation in Educational Organizations
[5] Yael SHWARTZ (Israel), Tony SHERBONE (United Kingdom) Responsible Research and Innovation in the Classroom: ENGAGE RRI Goals and Framework
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[8] Kathy KIKIS-PAPADAKIS, Foteini CHAIMALA (Greece) *The Embedment of Responsible Research and Innovation Aspects in European Science Curricula*

[9] Mihai BIZOI (Romania), Alexandra OKADA (United Kingdom), Elisabetta PARODI (Italy), Tony SHERBORNE (United Kingdom) *EngagingScience.eu Knowledge Hub to Equip the Next Generation for Active Engagement in Science*

**Parallel Panel Session II: (13:30 – 15:30) - 13.11.2015**

**Venue:** ICSTM Library (Second Floor)

**Session Title:** Ethical Education. Social Responsibility of Educational System

**Moderators:** Laura Monica GORGHIU & Gabriela Alina ANGHEL (Romania)

**Language of Presentation:** Romanian/English

**Participants:**

[1] Pompiliu ALEXANDRU, Cristina-Daniela DINU (Romania) *The Importance of ICT Applications in the EdnWeb Project*


[3] Adina GLAVA (Romania) *Schooling as Enculturation. Present Perspectives of Future Teacher Master Students*

[4] Cătălin GLAVA (Romania) *Present Educational Policies between Success and Failure at the Level of Their Implementation. Opinions of Future Teacher Master Students*

[5] Maria KORDAKI (Greece), Anthi GOUSIOU (Greece), Laura-Monica GORGHIU (Romania) *Towards the Use of Digital Educational Stories in the Nutrition and Health Education Classrooms*

[6] Carmen Leane NICOLESCU, Camelia Delia VOICU, Gabriela Alina ANGHEL (Romania) *Learning Food Hygiene at Pre-primary and Primary School Levels Using the Role Playing Method*
Carmen Leane NICOLESCU, Claudia Lavinia BURULEANU, Laura-Monica GORGHIU (Romania) Nutrition and Food Safety Know-how for Children

Elena PĂTRAȘCU (SUDITU) (Romania) Perspectives of the Ethical Management and the Quality Management in Secondary School Institutions

Heliana Luminița DRĂGUȘIN (Romania) The Shape and Symbol of the Magnificat in the Baroque Era - Pedagogical Implications

Daniela MURARU (PAHOME) (Romania) Leadership and Educational Management

Parallel Oral Session VIII – Room Red Hall (14:00 - 16:00) 13.11.2015

Session Title: International Social Development, Psychology & Education

Moderators: Claudia VLAICU, Carmen POPA

Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:

Emil LAZĂR (Romania) Implications of the Usage of the Concept of Learning Results and Evaluation through Levels given by the Results in Religious Education

Carmen POPA (Romania) Difficult vs. Easy, Pro vs. Against Readiness Class in School? Descriptive Study

Raluca MARGHESCU (Romania) The Psychology of the Terrorist Mind

Claudia VLAICU (Romania) The Role of Teachers in Diminishing and Preventing School Absenteeism

Mihaela Gabriela NEAŞCU (Romania) Professionalization of the Trainers from the Field of Non-Formal Education

Claudia VLAICU, Camelia VOICU (Romania) The Importance of Parents ‘Counseling for the Development of the Emotional Intelligence of their Children
[7] Cristina Maria BOSTAN (Romania) Mentoring Activities - Psychological Dimensions and Strategies for Retaining Volunteers
[8] Cristina IORGA, Cosmina CONSTANTIN (Romania) Professionalizing Teaching Career
[9] Ştefan ISPAS, George MURĂTOREANU, Ovidiu MURĂRESCU, Eduard PĂUNESCU, Adrian NEDELCU, Adrian BASARABĂ (Romania) Considerations on Land Degradation through Desertification in Romania
[10] Sahar KHALIL (Egypt) (SKYPE) Trends for the Future Egyptian University Development

Parallel Oral Session IX - Room Green Hall (14:00 - 16:00) 13.11.2015
Session Title: Ethics & Applied Philosophy
Moderators: Ana FRUNZĂ & Mariana VÂRLAN
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:
[3] Cristina FURTUNĂ (Romania) Moral Values in the Folk Tales of Ion Creangă
[6] Cerasella CRĂCIUN, Andreea ACASANDRE (Romania) THE RIGHT TO LANDSCAPE” and “THE LANDSCAPE
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RIGHT”: Landscape as a Tool of Meta-ethical and Multidimensional Education in the Knowledge Society

[7] Andreea ACASANDRE, Cerasella CRĂCIUN (Romania) Opportunities, Risks and Ethical Values in the Integration of a Sensitive Natural Area in a Difficultly Urbanized Landscape Zone - Case Study Research: Văcărești Natural Park

[8] Nikola DUJOVSKI, Snezhana MOJSOSKA, Ivan RISTOV (Macedonia) (SKYPE) Ethics in Police Studies – Attitudes and Values

[9] Iulia GONTA (Romania) Aurelia BULGAC (Republic of Moldova) (SKYPE) Importance of Dialogue for Self Knowledge


Parallel Oral Session X – Room Blue Hall (14:00 - 16:00)

13.11.2015

Session Title: Social research: Identity, image & social cohesion

Moderators: Iulian APOSTU & Gica PEHOIU

Language of Presentation: English/Romanian

Participants:

[1] Georgiana Mădălina NICHITA, Irina CRUMPEI-TANASĂ (Romania) Factors Associated with the Phenomenon of Cyberbullying among Teenagers

[2] Elena Mirela MANDACHE (SAMFIRA) (Romania) Narrative Review: The Relationship Between Teachers’ Pupil Control Ideology And Personality Traits


[4] Iulian APOSTU (Romania) Cobabitation in Romania – Reality’s Illusion or Illusion’s Reality?
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[5] Elena-Adelina ANDREI (Romania) Conflicts in a Public Organization


[7] Ionuț Florin GRECU (Romania) Communication and Communion. Scripturistic and Patristic Perspectives

[8] Szarka ARPAD (Romania) Human Capital and its Effects

[9] Maria BOSTENARU DAN (Italy) (SKYPE) Architecture Programmes, the Issue of Women and Water as Hazard and Water as Heritage in the First Half of the 20th Century


[13] Vladlen MAKOUKH (Ukraine) Socio-Political Peculiarities of Current Situation in Ukraine

Parallel Oral Session XI: Room White Hall (14:00 - 16:00)  
13.11.2015

Session Title: Research on Business Management & Organizational Culture

Moderators: Sabina Ioana BĂDĂLĂU & Lucreția Mariana CONSTANTINESCU

Language of Presentation: Romanian/English

Participants:

[1] Sabina Ioana BĂDĂLĂU (Romania) Marketing Research on Rural Tourism in Ilfov County: Snagov Area
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[2] Sabina Ioana BĂDĂLĂU (Romania) Tourism and Cultural Heritage: Ilfov Region Attractiveness

[3] Olivia ANDREI (Romania) Teacher’s Role as a Manager: Motivating

[4] Constantin BRAN (Romania) An Overview of the Main Management Inflexibilities Specific to International Air Transportation Field in Romania

[5] Roland PULFER, Olga Maria Cristina BUCOVETCHI (Romania) Understanding the Organisation’s Readiness for Change

[6] Daniela DUMITRESCU, Adrian Aurel BALTĂLUNGA (Romania) Regional Disparities of Romania’s Demographic Behavior


[8] Cristina Andreea FLOREA, Ioana COMSULEA (Romania) The Importance of Business Intelligence Implementation on Innovative Clusters

[9] Lucreția Mariana CONSTANTINESCU, Maria Cristina ȘTEFAN (Romania) Business to Consumer Vision of the Romanian Banking Sector under the NTIC Impact

[10] Andrii TROFIMOV, Daria PAVLIN (Ukraine) (SKYPE) Development of Spontaneity as a Mean of Building a Team


Coffee Break (16:00 - 16:30)
Parallel Oral Session XII – Room Red Hall (16:30 - 18:30)
13.11.2015
Session Title: International Social Development, Psychology & Education
Moderators: Constantin PEHOIU & Angela STĂNESCU
Language of Presentation: Romanian/English
Participants:
[1] Ștefania IORDACHE (Romania), Hai-Ying LIU (Norway), Trond BØHLER (Norway), Daniel DUNEA, Dumitru DUMITRU (Romania), Cornel IANACHE (Romania) Public Perception Survey of Air Quality and Quality of Life in Urban Areas
[3] Suzana Carmen CISMAS, Ion DONA, Gabriela Ionela ANDREIAȘU (Romania) Multidimensional Education via Student Symposia
[4] Nastasia SĂLĂGEAN (Romania) Do Educational Community Programs aimed at Improving Mental Health Literacy Work?
[5] Constantin PEHOIU (Romania) The Dimensions of the Concept of Professional Style in Contemporary Physical Education (I) - Communicative Skills
[6] Smaranda DIACONESCU (Romania) Communication with Paediatric Patients: when Being a Doctor is not Enough
[7] Angela STĂNESCU (Romania) Initial Teacher Training in Romania: Problems and Challenges
[8] Mariana BALICA (Romania) Netnography Analysis of Corporate Reputation
[9] Adrian Laurențiu POPOVICI (Romania) Dating Avalanche Extreme Events Based On Tree-Ring Data, In Lala Valley, Rodnei Mountains
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Parallel Oral Session XIII – Room *Green Hall* (16:30 - 18:30)  
13.11.2015

**Session Title:** Communication, Ethics & Social Construction of Identity  

**Moderators:** Camelia CMECIU & Loredana TEREC - VLAD  

**Language of Presentation:** English/Romanian

**Participants:**

[1] Nicoleta-Mariana IFTIMIE (Romania) *Gender Stereotypes and Ethical Issues in Advertising Communication*

[2] Gabriela GOUDENHOOFDT (Romania) *Communication, Identity and Media: Romanian Diaspora in Germany*

[3] Camelia CMECIU, Tulia-Maria CĂŞVEAN, Mădălina MANOLACHE (Romania) *Citizens' e-Involvement into the (de)legitimation of the European Education's Future*

[4] Tamara PETROVA (Romania) *The Principle of Proportionality in the Copyright Field*


[7] Ștefan VLĂDUȚESCUC (Romania) *Propaganda as Pattern of Psycho-Persuasive Communication*

[8] Cornelia RĂDULESCU BABU (Romania) *Individual and Society in Gib I. Mihăescu’ Work*
Parallel Oral Session XIV- Room Blue Hall (16:30 - 18:30)
13.11.2015
Session Title: Social Research: Identity, Image & Social Cohesion
Moderators: Nicoleta OPRESCU & Andrei POPÎRDA
Language of Presentation: English/Romanian

Participants:
[1] Andrei POPÎRDA (Romania) The Concept of Secularism in Theological and Political Perspective
[2] Ștefan ISPAS, Adrian Aurel BALTĂLUNGĂ, Gica PEHOIU, Daniela DUMITRESCU, Eduard PĂUNESCU, Adrian NEDELCU (Romania) Aspects Concerning the Reflection of the Natural Conditions in the Toponymy of Titu Plain
[3] Nicoleta OPRESCU (Romania) Treatment Adherence of Patients With Acute Coronary Syndromes can be Predicted By Psychological And Compliance Factors
[5] Roxana SÂRBU (Romania) What are Implementation Intentions and how do they Work in Promoting Healthy Eating?
[6] Silvia Maria CHIREAC, Alina ȚÎȚEI (Romania) Multilingual Identities in a Globalised World
[7] Viorica PUȘCACIU, Florin-Dan PUȘCACIU (Romania) Aspects of the Evolutions of the Female Population on the Romanian Labour Market
[8] Viorica PUȘCACIU, Florin-Dan PUȘCACIU (Romania) Peculiar Aspects of the Consistencies and Inconsistencies on the Labour Market in Romania
Parallel Oral Session XV – Room White Hall (16:30 - 18:30)
13.11.2015

Session Title: Law & Politics

Moderators: Adrian IGNAT & Denisa BARBU

Language of Presentation: English/Romanian

Participants:


[2] Laura-Valeria MALINETESCU (Romania) Cost-Volume / Cost-Volume-Outcome Contracts in Romania

[3] Liana-Teodora PASCARIU (Romania) A Point of View Regarding the Implementation of the New Directives in the Public Procurement Field

[4] Viorel TATU (Romania) Sharia Law


[6] Loredana COCHIOR (Romania) Tacit Waiver of the Cancellation Clause


[8] Elena RUSU (Romania) Patterns of Foreign Investments in Romania - from Centralized Economy to Market Economy

[9] Engin KOÇ (Turkey) Turkey and Romania Multidimensional Relations in Wake of Cold War
Workshop Session III - (16:00- 18:00) (13.11.2015)
Workshop CODE: WSMEPDEV04: Health Education in the Modern Curriculum
Trainers: Claudia Lavinia Buruleanu, Gabriela Alina Anghel & Camelia Delia Voicu (ROMANIA);
Venue: ICSTM Amphitheatre (Ground Floor)
Language of Presentation: Romanian

Workshop Session IV - (18:00- 20:00) (13.11.2015)
Workshop CODE: WSMEPDEV03: Best Practices in Science Education, with an Emphasis on Exploiting the Responsible Research and Innovation Dimensions
Trainers: Gabriel Gorghiu, Gabriela Alina Anghel & Ana-Maria Aurelia Petrescu (ROMANIA)
Venue: ICSTM Amphitheatre (Ground Floor)
Language of Presentation: Romanian
OPEN SPACE - POSTER SESSIONS
12th & 13th of November 2015 (10:00-17:00)

[1] Cristiana Lucretia POP, Rela Valentina CIOMAG, Corina Claudia DINCIU (Romania) The Role of Health Education and Physical Activity For a Future Resilient Workforce


[3] Cristiana Lucreţia POP, Rela Valentina CIOMAG, Corina Claudia DINCIU (Romania) Physical Activity and Health Promotion – Means for Overall Well-Being

[4] Andreea POPOA, Cristina ENACHE (Romania) Use of Digital Sources in Order to Reveal Urban Landscape History


[7] Maria IORGULESCU (Romania) Changing in Education, Learning Outcomes in Erasmus Mobility, Based on One2One Project

[8] Anca GRECULESCU, Liliana-Luminiţa TODORESCU (Romania) Language Teaching Resources and Quality Assurance in Higher Technical Education

[9] Anca GRECULESCU, Liliana-Luminiţa TODORESCU (Romania) Language Experience and Engineering Students’ Professional Mobility

[10] Luminiţa IORDACHE (Romania) The Transformation of Public Administration Aimed at Social Development in Romania, a EU Country


[12] Marina MIHĂILĂ (Romania) Mentoring Architecture: Contemporary Status as Overview

[13] Ştefan-Alexandru CATANĂ (Romania) Romanian Internet Retail Market - Status, Marketing Aspects and Ethical Values
[15] Andreea BONDAR (Romania) Interest in Social Networks as a Logical Deduction of a New Philosophy
[16] Mirela Alina COCALIA (CRĂCIUN) (Romania) The Cognitive Resizing of Humanity from the Bioethics’ Outlook
[17] Viorica – Torii CACIUC (Romania) Reflection on the Perception of Environmental Issues by Teachers
[18] Mariana DOGARU, Mirela Cristina NEGREANU (Romania) Reasons why a School is Successful - the Case from Romania
[19] Mariana DOGARU, Ioan NEACȘU (Romania) The Leadership Styles of School Principal Preferred by Teachers in Schools from Romania
[21] Livia GIURGI (Romania) CSR, Ethical Business and Mergers and Acquisitions Deals
[22] Daniela Tatiana AGHEORGHIESEI (CORODEANU), Vladimir POROCH (Romania) Informal Payments and their Managerial Implications in the Romanian Medical System. An Analysis from the Perspective of the 'Gift-Giving' Culture in Romania
[24] Marius Viorel ULĂREANU, Adrian Ion URICHIANU (Romania) Improvement of Snatch Lift Sports Technique based on Biomechanical Criteria in Women’s Weightlifting
[25] Vladimir POTOP, Cristina MORARU (Romania) Improvement of Biomechanical Indicators of Sports Technique of the Dismounts off Uneven Bars
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[26] Olga NIKITINA (Russian Federation) "The Senior Tourism" in Russia: the Study of Motivation and Satisfaction Customers
[27] Daniela Catav VERES (Romania) Trends and Challenges in the Study of Foreign Languages at University Level: European Multilingualism and Cultural Openness
[28] Ana-Maria NICA (Romania) The Impact of Innovation on Sectorial Economic Performance at International Level
[29] Mihók-Géczí IÁNOS-MÁTYÁS-TAMÁS (Romania) Aspects of Social Support in the Case of Abstinent Alcoholics
[30] Mădălina Virginia ANTONESCU (Romania) The Era of Crowning the Woman, as a Feminine Era
[31] Mădălina Virginia ANTONESCU (Romania) Some Academic Explorations Regarding a new Human Right: the Right to Sustainable Prosperity
[32] Mădălina Virginia ANTONESCU (Romania) Rights of the Nature and Rights of the Planet Earth – Towards a Consolidated Regime of Ius Cogens, in the XXIst century Transnational Law
[33] Mădălina Virginia ANTONESCU (Romania) Clothing: from "Subsistence Rights" to the Category of "Comfort and Well-Being Rights"
[34] Liviu-Bogdan CIUCĂ (Romania) Some Considerations on the Applicability of EU Regulation no. 650/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council
[35] Maria HANYECZ-DEBELKA (Romania) Opportunities for Improving the Legal and Institutional Framework aimed at the Inclusion of Children with Disabilities in Romania
[36] Otilia APOSTU, Irina HORGÁ (Romania) Integrating Children with Disabilities and/or Special Educational Needs (SEN) in Public Educational System – Aspects Pertaining to Schools Located in Socially and Economically Disadvantaged Areas
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[38] Teodora WESSELLY, Iancu RĂCHITĂ (Romania) Precision, an Important Factor in the Training of Debutant Volleyball Players

[39] Vladimir Ionuţ BOC (Romania) The Bioclimatic Role of Urban Green Infrastructure in Health Security

[40] Lia Maria Pop (Romania) Research in Special Education: Scope, Rigor and Added Value

[41] Cristina DRAGOMIR, Liliana POPA (Romania) Model of Strengths based Management Methodology for Private Business

[42] Ovidiu GAVRILOVICI, Roxana NECULA, Simona DAMIAN (Romania) Open Dialogue in Romania in Multidisciplinary Services for Hospitalized Abused Elderly

[43] Ovidiu GAVRILOVICI (Romania) Narrative Therapy in Romania. Postmodern Challenges in Translation

[44] Gabriela NEMŢOI (Romania) Vision of Principles that Outlines Fundamental Human Rights

[45] Gabriela NEMŢOI (Romania) Civil and Political Rights in International and National Law

[46] Cristina Elena ENESCU (PĂUN) (Romania) Managerial Communication in Crisis Situations on the Level of Public Institutions

[47] Ovidiu MURĂRESCU, George MURĂTOREANU, Anca CĂLUGĂRU (Romania) Aspect Regarding the Agrometeorological Drought in the Period 2008-2013 in Central-Western Region of Muntenia Plain (Romania)

[48] Lidia-Cristha UNGUREANU (Romania) The Way in which Perception May Become Reality


[50] Ecaterina CROITOR (Romania) The Operationalizing Social Responsibility Throughout The Third Sector Development: Social Economics

[51] Iuliana CONSTANTIN (Romania) The Impact of Promotional Messages on Consumer Behavior
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[52] Cornelia MĂIREAN (Romania) *The Relation between Compliance, Dissociation, and Memory Accuracy*

[53] Corneliu-Eugen HAVĂRNEANU, Cornelia MĂIREAN (Romania) *The Relation between Driving Style and Aggressive Violations on the Road*

[54] Leonard GARABET (Romania) *E-learning. Application of Information Technologies In Education*

[55] Victor-George CONSTANTINESCU (Romania) *Using Method "Mystery Shopper" in Research Quality Tourism Services*

[56] Andreea DAN (Romania) *Socioeconomic Impact of Cardiovascular Disease: General Considerations, Risk Factors and Impact of Prevention*

[57] Olivia-Roxana POPESCU, Delia Georgiana SEMENESCU (Romania) *Implications of Organizational Change on Management of Human Resources in Romanian Organizations*

[58] Ana Maria ZAMFIR, Cristina MOCANU, Monica Mihaela MAER MATEI (Romania) *Career Guidance in Romania: for Whom, When and Why*

[59] Adrian-Andrei IONIŢĂ (Romania) *The Social Impact and Quality of Life of Dizziness in the Aged*

[60] Andreea Stela LITEANU SERBAN (Romania) *Social Determinants and Oxidative Stress Among Elderly Patients with Cardiovascular Diseases – Two Facets of the Same Matter*

[61] Vlad BATAILLA (Romania) *Self-Assessed Healthcare Satisfaction and Financial Issues in Surviving Older Patients with Myocardial Infarction*

[62] Irina SIMIONESCU (BARBU), Delia Mioara POPESCU (Romania) *The Academic Profession between Change and Role Conflict*

[63] Lavinia Maria HOGEA, Elena Doina MIRCIOAGA (Romania) *The Impact of Disease on Patients with AVC and Adaptation a Physical Exercise Program for Recovery*

**CLOSING CEREMONY (18:30 – 19:00)**
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SOCIAL EVENT & INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP

3rd Day – Saturday, 14th of November 2015

HONOURING ROMANIAN HISTORY

9:30 – Gathering & Departure - Valahia University Rectorate, Carol I Avenue, no.3
10:00 – 12:00 – National Museum Complex "Curtea Domnească", Targoviste (guided tour)
  ➢ Chindia Tower
  ➢ Museum of the Printing House and Old Romanian Books
  ➢ Art Museum
  ➢ Museum of Human Evolution and Technology in Paleolithic
  ➢ The exhibition “Metamorphosis of a Place of Memory” Ceausescu’s execution place
12:00 – 12:30 - Traveling by bus to “Dealu” Monastery
12:30 – 13:00 – Visit to Dealu Monastery

Paper presenting: Ramona NEACȘA LUPU, Marian VÎLCIU (Romania) Dealu Monastery – Spiritual, Cultural and Political Center of Medieval Walachia

13:00 – 14:00 – Lunch at Dealu Monastery
14:00 - Going back to Targoviste - Traveling by bus
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OPEN SPACE - BOOK EXHIBITION

1st Day – Thursday, 12th of November 2015 – 12:00- 19:00
2nd Day – Friday, 13th of November 2015– 09:00- 18:00


Since 2001, Lumen Publishing House is specialized in publishing professional academic journals and books in social and humanistic sciences, both in print and online versions. Lumen Publishing’s main purpose is to serve the world’s research and scholarly communities, along with supporting people’s personal and professional rising.

Lumen Media Publishing © 2013 is a new British Academic Publisher whose aim is to promote knowledge and learning through the production and distribution of valuable academic works.

Lumen Media Publishing began its activity starting with 2013 and develops its programs as a new branch of Lumen Publishing House, Romania.
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ROMANIA: Țepeș Vodă Street, No. 2, Bl. VI, Sc. F, Et. 3, ap.2, Iași
Phone: +40332/141.134; Fax: +40332/811.551;
E-mail: lumenconference@gmail.com
Website: www.conferinta.info; www.edituralumen.ro; www.edituralumen.com

LUMEN Conference Center